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The thought of becoming a welder was quite possibly the farthest idea
for a career while I was in high school. Born and raised in Tampa Florida,
five minutes from the beach, I grew up playing sports, always being outdoors
and writing music. As far as the future was concerned my expected career was
that I would play music for a living. This was a dream that I carried even into
post high school days. As I graduated high school playing in a local band for
a few years, I realized unless you’re Justin Bieber or a YouTube sensation you
might as well bank on Julliard or a prestigious music school for a future in
the music industry. This being that you’ll need a music composition degree
at least to teach guitar lessons to pay the bills while you wait for your ‘dream’
of a band making it big to come through.
Needless to say, that dream faded. I was working at Starbucks barely making it while attending a community college for a degree I assumed I had to
get because society puts more emphasis on college education than on trade
education. I would even say the perception is college degrees are for everyone,
and the trades are for the less competent and those unable to handle college.
I am here to tell you if someone told me I could make six figures being a pipe
welder when I was 18, I probably would have said no. But if my high school
put less emphasis on the football and academic scholarships and had a shop
with welding and I had been exposed to it, I would have fallen in love with it.
I’ll one up that, if someone would have told me that in fourteen weeks I could
be certified and welding making 15-20 dollars an hour before all my friends
finished two years of community college, I would have let them cut my left
arm off.
I was tired of Starbucks at 21 and decided I needed something more. My
father’s friend at the time ran a construction company and said they needed
a laborer. I jumped at the thought when he told me he would start me at
12.00 dollars an hour. After my store manager at Starbucks and all my ‘academic focused’ friends sat me down and discouraged me greatly from dropping
out of school and going to work in construction, I heeded my heart and quit
both school and Starbucks and went to work the blue collar career. I started
as a laborer for them, digging ditches, carrying materials, and doing anything
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the foreman asked of me. Every night
when we would get back to the shop
and I would see the welding machines
in the shop untouched. I thought to
myself, “if they pay me 12 to just carry
stuff if I tell them I can weld, I bet I can
ask for 15 an hour. I went home over
the next few weeks, researched welding
and watched a ton of videos. Well before I could even ask to weld my boss
pulled me into his office one day and
sat me down, I thought I was getting
fired. My boss said, “ I know you have
been having some issues with the guys
on the crews, how would you like to be
the shop foreman here at the office and
be in charge of loading and unloading
the trucks and fabricating the steel for
the jobs?” I think I screamed inside because I assumed he would let me go but
he said he enjoyed how hard I worked
and thought I’d be a great fit for managing the shop.
Long story short, he gave me the
keys. I would lock up the shop at night.
Little did he know that when everyone
went home, I would pretend to leave
too. I would clock out, pull back in and
weld for hours into the night learning
as much as I could with all the different
machines that the shop had. I felt invincible, it was the coolest thing I had ever
done. I worked in the shop as a fabricator and equipment repairer. I would
weld as much as I could. After that I
welded for about another year and a
half before hearing about Georgia
Trade School through a friend. He
started throwing around salaries for certified welders, and I was already
hooked. I toured the school and a few
months later signed up and started. I
flew through the program due to my experience and still had so much to learn,
I truly felt like I was making something
of myself. Before I graduated, I signed
on with Trinity Rail Industries with
benefits for double the pay I was making in construction. That same year I
got married, moved into a house and
was making some serious money on
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overtime at Trinity. I couldn’t believe
that in less than three months of being
graduated from a 14 week program I
was debt free, married, and living in a
house at 23 years old. Talk about an accelerated work path. After almost a year
working at Trinity, Georgia Trade
School Vice President Sean Quinton
asked me if I would fill in at GTS for
an instructor while he was on vacation.
I would work 12 hours and come to
GTS and work until 10pm. I didn’t
mind since it was extra money and a
foot in the door to the instructing side
I always wanted to be a part of. Needless
to say, they asked me to stay full time
and I have been instructing since November of 2015 and it has been a blast.
I wouldn’t trade anything for my career.
The amount of hours spent stressing
about what to do with my life when I
was 16-21 was all worth it. Every dollar
wasted on college was spent well at
GTS. The bottom line is this, pick a
trade if you don’t want to go to college
and work hard at it. It will pay off in a
few years if you put your mind to it.
Don’t buy into the mainstream that if

you don’t go to college, you will never
make a livable wage. There are plenty of
trades and hands on jobs out there that
will more than support a family. Just
put your mind to it and work hard. v
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